
Our portfolio is a testament to our
commitment to excellence in the world of
video lights, LED production, and audio
solutions. 
Our Audio video production Company  is here
to turn your vision into reality and help you
engage your audience like never before.

TX AV Production LLC:
Illuminating 
Your Vision

OUR SERVICE:
High-Quality Production

Crafting Compelling Stories

Creative Editing and Post-

Production

281-241-7520

LED Screens 

Captivating Audio Technology



TX AV PRODUCTION LLC 

OUR TEAM
In 2000, T&S Sound productions now TX AV
Productions, was founded, and at the time were
focused solely on live Audio productions and Rentals.
Over years the company has grown into audio visual
and lighting solutions industry.

 TX AV Productions Inc offers much more than
comprehensive and modern audio visual solutions. We
also offer our clients the ability to connect with others,
collaborate in innovate ways, and simplify even the
most technically complex processes. 
What we offer is greater efficiency and impact, using
the best tools and minds the industry can produce.

ABOUT US

WHO WE ARE
Together, our team embodies the values of creativity,
expertise, dedication, and a relentless pursuit of
perfection. We are passionate about turning your
visions into reality and creating memorable
experiences that leave a lasting impact. 

When you work with TX AV Pro, you're not just getting
technology; you're getting a team of professionals who
are committed to bringing your ideas to life. Your
vision, our expertise, and our dedicated team are here
to make it happen.

www.txavpro.com281-241-7520 info@txavpro.com @txavpro

Take ownership of the entire production process, including all technology issues.

Offer continuity – you’ll work with familiar faces you trust.

Manage union staff, streamlining communications and costs.

Respect the bottom line and remain sensitive to budget constraints.

Know major venues across the country inside and out.

Travel with you to locations throughout the US and around the world.

Our team creates exceptional experiences by providing expertise, guidance, and extraordinary service
from start to finish. We manage every detail to make your life easier and bring you peace of mind. 

YOU CAN REST ASSURE WE WILL:



ON INNOVATION

www.txavpro.com

SHINING A SPOTLIGHT 

At TX AV Pro, we are the vanguard of cutting-edge lighting
solutions, audio and LED production services. With a passion
for precision and a commitment to excellence, we bring your
visual projects to life through the artistry of light and the
power of technology.

LIGHTS
Meticulous Lighting and Audio Design: Our
team of experts meticulously designs lighting
and audio setups that enhance the visual
and auditory storytelling of your projects.

PERFECTION
Precision in Production: At TX AV Pro, perfection
is not just a goal; it's a standard. We pay attention
to every detail to ensure flawless results.

CAMERA
Cinematic Brilliance: We bring a cinematic
touch to every project, transforming ordinary
scenes into extraordinary visual experiences.

281-241-7520 info@txavpro.com @txavpro



LIVE EVENTS
AND CONCERT

www.txavpro.com281-241-7520 info@txavpro.com @txavpro



L I G H T S ,
C A M E R A ,
P E R F E C T I O N !
A One stop Shop to all your event Needs!

W H Y  C H O O S E  T X A V  P R O ?
Innovation at the Core: Our commitment to staying at the
forefront of lighting technology ensures you get access to the
latest and greatest innovations in the industry.

Tailored Solutions: We understand that every project is
unique. That's why we take a customized approach, tailoring
our lighting solutions to meet your specific needs and vision.

Passion Meets Precision: Every member of our team is
driven by a passion for perfection. Our attention to detail and
dedication to our craft shine through in every project we
undertake.

Customer-Centric: At TX AV Pro, your satisfaction is our top
priority. We work closely with you to understand your goals
and bring your vision to life.

Captivating Visuals and Audio: Our lighting and audio
solutions don't just illuminate and sound great; they
captivate. We create visual and auditory atmospheres that
engage and mesmerize your audience.

P R O D U C T I O N  A T  I T S  B E S T

A  L I T T L E  M O R E  A B O U T  U S !
Film and Video Production Lighting: From mesmerizing
cinematic lighting setups to studio-grade video production,
our team excels in crafting the perfect lighting environment
for your projects. Explore our portfolio to witness the
transformation of ordinary scenes into captivating narratives.

Live Events and Concert Lighting: We illuminate the stage
for unforgettable performances. Dive into our gallery of live
events, concerts, and entertainment productions, where our
lighting design has taken center stage.

Customized Lighting and Audio Solutions: We understand
that each project is unique. Our tailored lighting and audio
solutions are designed to meet your specific creative and
technical requirements.
Custom LED Solutions: Our LED production capabilities
extend beyond imagination. Explore our innovative LED
creations, from interactive installations to dynamic signage,
and discover how we turn ideas into LED-powered realities.

Weddings and Special Events: Our expertise isn't just limited
to grand stages. We bring magic to weddings and special
events with our elegant lighting designs, creating memories
that last a lifetime.

Memorable Visual and Auditory Experiences: TX
AV Pro doesn't just provide lighting and audio; we
create memorable visual and auditory experiences
that leave a lasting impact.

Captivating Visuals: Our lighting solutions don't
just illuminate; they captivate. We create visual
atmospheres that engage and mesmerize your
audience.

Customized Lighting Solutions: We understand
that each project is unique. Our tailored lighting
solutions are designed to meet your specific
creative and technical requirements.

Cutting-Edge Technology: We stay on the cutting
edge of lighting technology, leveraging the latest
advancements to elevate your productions.

Craftsmanship in Every Frame and Sound: Our
commitment to craftsmanship ensures that every
frame and sound is a work of art, reflecting our
dedication to quality.

P A S S I O N  
F O R  

E X C E L L E N C E



NSPPD 
Conference

 Juneteeth 
Tulsa

Some past
Major Events

Anime Matsuri

Contact Us

Past Events: Illuminating
Success Stories
These past events showcase our versatility, creativity, and
dedication to bringing every client's vision to life. At TX AV
Pro, we don't just provide lighting, audio, and LED solutions;
we create immersive experiences that leave a lasting
impression

281-241-7520

16228 Westline Drive, Houston TX 77036

www.txavpro.com

@txavpro

Houston Summer
Jamz

Wiley College

Newlight Church
Houston

Dunamis
Conference

NLP
Conference

Burna Boy- Live
in Houston

GUEST COUNT

20,000

25,000

8,000

60,000

4,000

5,000

8,000

4,000

20,000

4,000
Texas Black
Expo



Our team's passion for excellence is evident in

every project we undertake. We go above and

beyond to achieve outstanding results.

Your vision is at the forefront of everything we

do. We work closely with you to understand

your goals and bring your ideas to life.

TXAV Pro doesn't just provide lighting; we

create memorable visual experiences that

leave a lasting impact.

Our commitment to craftsmanship ensures

that every frame is a work of art, reflecting our

dedication to quality.

Memorable Visual
Experiences

TX AV Productions

www.txavpro.com281-241-7520 info@txavpro.com @txavpro



Get in Touch

Address : 6228 Westline Drive
Houston Texas 77036

Phone : + 281-241-7520
Email : Info@txavpro.com & Contacttxavpro@gmail.com

Instagram : @txavpro

Ready to illuminate your next project with TX AV Pro's expertise? 

Contact us today to discuss your ideas and Production needs. 

Discover the art of light, audio and the power of LED technology with TX AV Pro. 

Your vision, our illumination.


